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Abstract 

 
The behavior of nanostructured materials/small-volume structures and biologi-
cal/bio-implantable materials, so-called “nano” and “bio” materials, is currently much in 
vogue in materials science.  One aspect of this field, which to date has received only 
limited attention, is their fracture and fatigue properties.  In this paper, we examine two 
topics in this area, namely the premature fatigue failure of silicon-based micron-scale 
structures for microelectromechanical systems (MEMS), and the fracture properties of 
mineralized tissue, specifically human bone. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

Materials scientists currently live in a world dominated by “buzz words” that define what is currently 
in favor and hence what is fundable and worthy of study.  At present, the two of the most important 
words are “nano” and “bio”, which respectively describe the areas of nanostructured materi-
als/small-volume structures and biological/bio-implantable materials. With respect to the problems of 
fracture and fatigue, however, both areas still lack the sound understanding that we typically associate 
with traditional engineering materials and structures, and yet they clearly offer “fruitful ground” for 
fascinating new studies.  This paper focuses briefly on two such topics, namely (i) the failure of 
“small-volume” structures for microelectromechanical systems (MEMS), specifically involving the 
high-cycle fatigue of micron-scale thin films of silicon, and (ii) the fatigue and fracture toughness 
properties of the mineralized tissues, specifically human bone, in simulated physiological environ-
ments. 
    
With respect to the high-cycle fatigue of thin-film silicon, micron-scale structures of mono- and 
polycrystalline silicon have been found to be vulnerable to degradation by fatigue in ambient air and 
to fail after lives in excess of 1011 cycles at stresses as low as half the (single-cycle) fracture strength.  
Indeed, although bulk silicon is ostensibly immune to cyclic fatigue and subcritical crack growth, 
micron-scale films of silicon actually display “metal-like” stress-life (S/N) fatigue behavior. This 
phenomenon is of concern as most structures for MEMS fabricated from thin-film silicon are de-
signed on the basis of the fracture strength, which will be non-conservative for predicting failure.  
Our experiments, however, have clarified the origin of this fatigue susceptibility of thin-film silicon. 
S/N fatigue testing, transmission electron microscopy, infrared microscopy and numerical models 
have been used to establish that the mechanism of such failure involves the sequential oxidation and 
environmentally-assisted crack growth of the native oxide layer, a process that is termed “reac-
tion-layer fatigue”. Only thin film/small volume silicon structures are prone to such failures as the 
critical crack size for catastrophic failure of the entire structure can be exceeded by a nano-scale crack 
solely within the native oxide layer.  Methods to reduce this susceptibility, through the use of 
monolayer coatings, are described.   
 
Turning to the fracture properties of “hard” mineralized tissue such as human bone, although there is 
substantial clinical interest in fracture resistance, little mechanistic information is available on how 
such materials derive their toughness and how they are specifically affected by fatigue.  For example, 
the critical fracture event in human bone is widely believed to be locally strain-controlled, although 
no direct evidence has ever been offered to support this belief. In this paper, in vitro experiments are 
described involving a novel double-notched four-point bend geometry, which is designed to discern 
whether the onset of fracture is stress- or strain-controlled. Such experiments are further used to 
examine the interaction of cracks with the microstructure in bone in order to characterize the salient 
mechanisms of toughening.  Additionally, in vitro fracture experiments are described in order to 
quantitatively assess the contributions of such mechanisms.  It is found that the precursor fracture 
events are consistent with a strain-based mechanism, and that toughening is developed through a 
variety of extrinsic mechanisms, including crack bridging (from collagen fibrils and uncracked 
ligaments) and diffuse microcracking.  Furthermore, the fracture toughness is found to rise linearly 
with crack extension (i.e., rising resistance- or R-curve behavior), and compliance-based experiments 
are used to identify that uncracked-ligament bridging is the dominant toughening mechanism re-
sponsible for such R-curve behavior. 
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2.   FATIGUE OF “SMALL VOLUMES” 

Silicon-based structural films remain the dominant material for MEMS because the micromachining 
technologies are readily adaptable from the microelectronics industry and are compatible with fab-
rication strategies for actuation and control integrated circuits.  However, as noted above, the 
long-term durability of MEMS may be compromised by the susceptibility of thin-film silicon to 
premature failure by fatigue [1-10]. 

Fatigue in ductile materials results from cyclic plasticity characteristically involving alternating 
blunting and resharpening of a pre-existing crack tip as it advances [11,12]; in brittle materials where 
dislocation mobility is restricted, fatigue occurs by cycle-dependent degradation of the (extrinsic) 
toughening in the wake of the crack tip [11].1   Silicon is a brittle material, with virtually no disloca-
tion activity below ~500°C and no evidence of extrinsic toughening [13] or susceptibility to envi-
ronmental cracking [14]; it should therefore not be prone to fatigue at room temperature.  However, 
although there are no indications that bulk silicon is susceptible to fatigue failure, cyclically-stressed 
micron-scale films of silicon are known to fail in room air at stresses well below their fracture 
strength [1-10].   The mechanistic origins of this effect are described below. 

2.1. Microstructure of micron-scale silicon films  

The thin films examined were low-pressure chemical vapor deposited (LPCVD) n+-type polycrys-
talline silicon, fabricated as 2-µm thick films using the MCNC/Cronos MUMPs™ process.  Wafer 
curvature measurements indicated a compressive residual stress in the films of ~9 MPa. Secondary 
ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) analysis revealed the presence of  ~2×1018 atoms/cm

3 hydrogen, 1×1018 

atoms/cm
3 oxygen, and 6×1017 atoms/cm

3 carbon [6]; in addition, 1×1019 atoms/cm
3 of phosphorous were 

detected from the phosphosilicate glass used for doping. The films, which were representative of 
those used throughout micromachining and MEMS research and production, had a Young’s modulus 
of 163 GPa and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.23.  Fracture strengths typically ranged from 3 to 5 GPa, de-
pending on loading condition, specimen size, and test technique, with a fracture toughness, Kc, of ~1 
MPa√m [13]. 

The film microstructures had an equiaxed grain morphology (grain size of ~100 nm), with no strong 
texture, no segregation of O, C, P or N, or precipitation of secondary species in the films. Diffraction 
contrast imaging using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) revealed several types of lattice 
defects, including microtwins, stacking faults and Lomer-Cottrell dislocation locks. 

2.2.  Micron-scale fatigue testing 

Fatigue life as a function of applied stress was determined using a notched cantilever-beam specimen 
within a micron-scale “on-chip” fatigue characterization structure (Fig. 1) [3,4].  Polysilicon samples 
were prepared by removing the sacrificial oxide layer in 49% HF for 2½ - 3 min, drying at 110ºC in 
air, and mounting in ceramic electronic packages.  The notched beam specimen (~40 µm long, 19.5 
µm wide, and 2 µm thick, with a 13 µm deep, 1 µm radiused notch), was attached to a large, perfo-
rated plate that served as a resonant mass.  The mass and beam were electrostatically forced to 
resonate and the resulting motion measured capacitively. This generated fully-reversed, con-
stant-amplitude, sinusoidal stresses at the notch, i.e., a load ratio of R = –1, that were controlled to 

                                                           
1 Unlike intrinsic toughening which involves an increase in the inherent resistance to microstructural damage ahead of the 
crack tip, extrinsic toughening mechanisms act primarily behind the crack tip to “shield” the crack from the full applied 
driving force.  Examples include transformation toughening and grain bridging in ceramics and fiber bridging in com-
posites (e.g., [11]). 
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better than 1% precision.  Specimens were cycled to failure at resonance with a frequency of ~40 kHz 
in ambient air (~25ºC, 30-50% relative humidity) at stress amplitudes ranging from 2 to 4 GPa, using 
the control scheme described in refs. [3,4].  

The specimen compliance, computed from change in the natural frequency of the system [4,15], was 
monitored in situ to evaluate the evolution of damage in the sample from cracking and oxide forma-
tion.  Experiments using an unnotched specimen have been used to demonstrate that changes in 
resonant frequency are a result of such damage and are not due to variations in temperature, relative 
humidity or accumulation of debris [6]. The relationship between stresses in the vicinity of the notch 
and its dynamic response was determined using finite-element modeling. Such methods were also 
used to evaluate the natural frequency, compliance, crack length, and stress-intensity factor, K, for 
structures containing cracks. The numerical models were constructed using a commercial software 
package (ANSYS v 5.7) [15].   

 
2.3. Micron-scale stress-life fatigue 

Stress-life (S/N) data for the polysilicon films are shown in Fig. 2a, based on a total of 28 specimens 
tested in room air [4].  The silicon films can be seen to display “metal-like” S/N behavior, with an 
endurance strength at 109 - 1010 cycles of roughly half the (single-cycle) fracture strength.  Similar 
behavior has been seen in 20-µm thick films of single-crystal silicon cycled under identical condi-
tions [3].  The change in resonant frequency of the specimens was monitored during testing to provide 
a measure of the specimen compliance. The frequency decreased (by up to 50 Hz in the long-life 
tests) before eventual specimen failure at the notch; indeed, using plane-stress finite element modal 
analyses with ANSYS [4,15], this was related to the stable growth of a crack (Fig. 2b). This analysis 
implies cracking occurring on length scales commensurate with the native oxide thickness; indeed, 
estimates of the crack length, plotted in Fig. 2b, reveal crack sizes less than 50 nm throughout the 
entire test. 

SEM and TEM of failed specimens established that overload fracture in the films occurred by 
transgranular cleavage.  Although SEM studies were inconclusive in discerning differences between 
these and the fatigue fractures, this was clearly evident in high-voltage (~1 MeV) TEM.  Examination 
of fatigue and untested control samples revealed a stark difference in the native oxide at the notch root.  
In control samples, a ~30 nm thick layer of oxide was uniformly distributed over the sample surfaces 
(including the notch); in the fatigue samples, however, the oxide layer at the notch was a factor of 3 
thicker (Fig. 3). 

As in situ, high-resolution infrared (IR) imaging of the fatigue characterization structure revealed no 
changes in temperature greater than 1°C at the notch root during testing, the enhanced notch-root 
oxidation appeared to be mechanical in origin [9,10].  

The precise nature of this effect is unclear, but may be related to such processes as stress-assisted 
diffusion and cracking within the notch oxide layer which permits the further ingress of moisture and 
continued oxidation in this region (e.g. [16]). Despite uncertainty in the origin of this layer, its role in 
thin-film silicon fatigue is far clearer.  By interrupting fatigue specimens prior to failure and exam-
ining them with TEM, several small growing cracks (on the order of tens of nanometers in length) 
were observed within the native oxide at the notch root (Fig. 4). The size of these cracks was con-
sistent with the compliance change predicted by finite-element modeling.  Such cracking in the oxide 
layer is considered to be moisture-induced.  Since the toughness of the SiO2 (Kc ~ 0.8 MPa√m) is 
comparable to that of silicon (Kc ~ 1 MPa√m), the oxide should not crack prematurely. However, 
unlike silicon, amorphous SiO2 is susceptible to environmentally-assisted cracking in moisture; in-
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deed, the threshold stress intensity, Kscc, for such cracking is much less than Kc, i.e., Kscc ~ 0.25 
MPa√m, in contrast to silicon where Kscc ≈ Kc [14]. Since no phase transformations or dislocation 
activity were detected, the fatigue of Si films in ambient air was deemed to be associated with en-
vironmentally-assisted cracking in the native oxide layer that has been thickened under cyclic loading 
(Fig. 5). 

In situ measurements of the natural frequency during the fatigue test were used to determine the crack 
length and hence the crack-driving force at failure; this provides a measure of the fracture toughness, 
which was computed to be ~0.85 MPa√m, consistent with that of the native oxide [15].  However, it is 
important to note the relationship between the critical crack size at final failure, ac, where K = Kc, and 
the thickness, ho, of the SiO2 layer.  If critical crack sizes are estimated for the range of applied 
stresses  of  2 to 4 GPa which caused failure in the present films after 105 to 1011 cycles, it is apparent 
that the critical crack sizes are less than 50 to 70 nm, i.e., comparable the observed oxide layer 
thicknesses (i.e., ac ≤ ho).  This indicates that the entire fatigue-crack initiation and propagation 
process and the onset of catastrophic (overload) failure all occur within the oxide layer. 

2.4.  “Reaction-layer” fatigue 

As noted above, silicon per se is not expected to be susceptible to cyclic fatigue or stress-corrosion 
cracking.  At ambient temperatures, there is no evidence of mobile dislocation activity in silicon [19], 
which could permit crack advance by crack-tip blunting and resharpening (as in a ductile material).   
The cyclic fatigue of brittle materials, conversely, is caused by a degradation in extrinsic toughening 
in the crack wake [11], which arises in ceramics from crack-tip shielding mechanisms such as grain 
bridging; under cyclic loading, fracturing and chipping of the bridges and frictional wear in the 
sliding grain boundaries lead to a deterioration in the potency of the bridging [11,17,18].  As this 
necessitates intergranular fracture, which is not seen in polysilicon, again we would expect little 
susceptibility to fatigue damage.   

However, the fatigue susceptibility of thin-film silicon is associated with a conceptually different 
mechanism, that of sequential mechanically-induced oxidation and environmentally-assisted crack-
ing of the surface layer of native oxide that forms upon reaction with the atmosphere, termed reac-
tion-layer fatigue [9,10].  This mechanism can be observed experimentally as a continuous decrease 
in the specimen stiffness during fatigue loading (Fig. 2b, [4]), and can be visualized directly using 
TEM (Figs. 3,4).  The native oxide, which initially forms on the exposed silicon surface, thickens in 
high stress regions during fatigue loading and becomes the site for moisture-induced cracks that grow 
stably in the oxide layer. The process repeats itself until a critical crack size is reached, whereupon the 
silicon itself fractures catastrophically. The rate-dependence of thin-film silicon fatigue is thus dic-
tated by the cycle-dependent oxide thickening process and the time-dependent moisture-assisted 
subcritical crack growth in this oxide layer [10].  

This mechanism provides an explanation as to why thin-film silicon is prone to fatigue failure, even 
though bulk silicon is not. This is because cracking in the nano-scale native oxide film would have a 
negligible effect on a macroscopic sample of silicon under load, since crack sizes in the oxide could 
never reach critical size.  In contrast, with thin films where the surface-to-volume ratio is far larger 
such that the oxide layer represents a large proportion of the sample, cracks within the oxide are 
readily able to exceed critical size and thus can cause failure of the entire silicon component. 

An obvious test of this mechanism is to fatigue in an environment where the oxide cannot form. This 
was achieved through the use of coatings to suppress the formation of the native oxide. Accordingly, 
specific specimens were coated after HF release with a hydrophobic monolayer of alkene-based 
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1-octadecene (C16H33CH =CH2) [20], which bonds directly to the H-terminated Si atoms on the 
surface such that no oxide can form (Fig. 6a).  Initial results [10] on such SAM-coated films do show 
fatigue lifetimes that are far less affected by cyclic stresses (Fig. 6b), thereby providing support for 
the proposed reaction-layer mechanism of thin-film silicon fatigue.    

3.  FRACTURE OF BIOMATERIALS 

Similar to the problem of small volume structures, biomaterials also represent an area where there is 
only limited understanding of mechanical behavior and its mechanistic origins.  For example, the 
realization that bone mineral density alone cannot explain the therapeutic benefits of anti-resorptive 
agents in treating osteoporosis [21] has reemphasized the necessity of understanding how factors 
other than bone mineral density control fracture. Much of this renewed emphasis is being focused on 
bone “quality”, where quality is used to describe mechanical characteristics of the tissue, which 
encompasses properties like elastic modulus, strength, and toughness.  Though there have been many 
studies on this issue, specifically in terms of how the mechanical properties might vary with age and 
other related factors, only a few of these studies have addressed these properties within the context of 
microstructure of bone.  Indeed, human bone has a complex multi-hierarchical microstructure that 
can be considered at several dimensional scales [22,23].  At the shortest length-scale, it is composed 
of type-I mineralized collagen fibers (up to 15 µm in length, 50-70 nm in diameter) bound and im-
pregnated with carbonated apatite nanocrystals (tens of nm in length and width, 2-3 nm in thickness) 
[22]. These fibers are further organized at a microstructural length-scale into a lamellar structure with 
roughly orthogonal orientations of adjacent lamellae (3-7 µm thick) [23].  Permeating this lamellar 
structure are the secondary osteons [24][2[] (up to 200-300 µm diameter): large vascular channels (up 
to 50-90 µm diameter) oriented roughly in the growth direction of the bone and surrounded by 
circumferential lamellar rings, with so-called “cement lines” at the outer boundary.  The difficulty in 
understanding the mechanisms of fracture in bone clearly lies in determining the relative importance 
of these microstructural hierarchies on crack initiation, subsequent crack propagation and consequent 
unstable fracture, and in separating their effects on the critical fracture events. Such an understanding 
is of vital importance from the perspective of developing a realistic framework for fracture risk as-
sessment, and for determining how its increasing propensity for fracture with age can be prevented. 

One pertinent feature of the failure of biomaterials such as bone is a definition of the critical micro-
structural steps involved in the development of fracture.  Although micromechanical models incor-
porating such local failure criteria have been developed for metallic and ceramic materials [25,26], 
few such models exist for biological materials.  In fact, there is no proof to support the widely held 
belief that fracture in bone is locally strain-controlled [27,28].   Below, a novel series of in vitro ex-
periments is described to obtain such evidence using a double-notch-bend geometry designed to shed 
light on the nature of the critical failure events in bone. In addition, how the propagating crack in-
teracts with the bone microstructure is examined to provide some mechanistic understanding of 
fracture and to define how properties vary with orientation.  

3.1.  Double-notch, four-point bend testing 

A vital distinction in the definition of the local (precursor) fracture events that cause macroscopic 
failure is whether they are locally stress- or strain-controlled.  Brittle fracture is invariably 
stress-controlled, for example in structural steels at low temperatures where cleavage fracture is in-
stigated by the precursor cracking of carbide particles or inclusions [25,26].  Ductile fracture, con-
versely, is strain-controlled, as in the same steels at higher temperatures where the fracture process 
involves ductile tearing between such particles or inclusions (with a significant increase in toughness) 

[26]. Bone fracture is widely regarded as strain-controlled; indeed, most theoretical descriptions of its 
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mechanical behavior assume this to be the case [27].  However, experimental evidence for this as-
sertion has never been obtained. 

To investigate this distinction, a double-notched four-point bend test was used, consisting of a rec-
tangular bar containing two nominally identical rounded notches (root radius ~200 µm) subjected to 
four-point bending.  The basis of the test is that with a rounded notch in the presence of some degree 
of inelasticity or yielding, although the maximum local strains are located at the root of the notch [26], 
the relaxation of stresses in the inelastic (“yielded”) zone surrounding the notch results in the 
maximum local stresses being located some distance ahead of the notch, close to the elastic-inelastic 
interface [29] (Fig. 7a).  Since the two notches experience the same bending moment, when one notch 
breaks, the other is “frozen” at a point immediately preceding fracture. Examination of the area in the 
vicinity of the unfractured notch thus reveals the nature of the local fracture event at the onset of 
failure (area indicated in Fig. 7b “After fracture” illustration). 

It is appreciated that “yielding” in bone cannot be simply related to shear-driven plasticity, e.g., in 
metals, for which the notch-field solutions in Fig. 7a were explicitly derived.  Indeed, the precise 
nature of the inelastic constitutive behavior of bone is not known, but clearly involves diffuse mi-
crocracking damage and plasticity in the collagen fibrils, which would be sensitive to both tensile and 
shear stresses (somewhat akin to pressure-dependent yielding in polymers). Despite this, most 
theoretical models for both deformation [30] and fracture [31] in bone utilize the Mises criterion, 
which was derived for pressure-insensitive plasticity. Our recent studies using a microcracking model 
for inelastic deformation have in fact shown that the notch fields for an idealized bone-like material 
are qualitatively identical to those for pressure-insensitive shear-driven plasticity [32].  

Results for tests in 37°C Hanks’ Balanced Salt Solution (HBSS) are given in Fig. 8, and show the 
unbroken notches in specimens of a cadaveric human humerus.  The extremely small (<5 µm) size of 
the precursor cracks that were imaged in all orientations (Fig. 7c) leaves little doubt that crack ini-
tiation is at the notch and not ahead of it (Fig. 8).  Moreover, assuming a plasticity-based criterion, 
numerical analysis of the specimens at maximum load where the nominal elastic bending stress, σnom, 
at the notch was in the 40-100 MPa range (ratio of nominal stress to yield stress of σnom/σy 
~0.53-1.33), suggests that the tensile stresses should peak well ahead of the notch (at ~100-360 µm 
ahead of the notch tip, i.e., at a distance of 0.5-1.2 times the notch-root radius).  As absolutely no 
evidence of any precursor cracking was found in this region and all initial cracks were detected ex-
actly at the notch root, our observations are consistent with fracture in bone being associated with a 
strain-based criterion.   Similar studies with identical results have been performed for dentin, the 
principal constituent of human teeth [33]. 

3.2.   Mechanisms of fracture in bone 

Insights into the mechanisms of fracture in bone and how it derives its toughness can also be obtained 
from these experiments.  Various toughening mechanisms have been proposed for bone.  At large 
length-scales, the generation of “microdamage” from microcracking (small cracks of up to hundreds 
of micrometers in size) has been suggested as a source of toughening, specifically via crack-tip 
shielding [34,35]. In addition, the cement lines (at the secondary osteons boundaries) and the inter-
lamellar boundaries are believed to provide weak interfaces to deflect the crack path and accordingly 
increase the toughness [36].  More recently, a role of collagen fibrils has been postulated [37], with 
fiber bridging proposed as a possible toughening mechanism [38].  Indeed, toughening at the fibrillar 
level would explain the apparent correlation of toughness with collagen denaturation, which appears 
to weaken bone, and cross-links, which appear to increase its toughness [39], although it is probable 
that many of these mechanisms operate in concert. 
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Characterization:  Scanning electron micrographs of the in vitro fracture paths in human bone, spe-
cifically indicating how the crack interacts with the microstructure, are shown in Fig. 9.  Fig. 9a 
shows a roughly 1-mm-long crack propagating out of the notch in the “anti-plane longitudinal” 
(medial-lateral) orientation, i.e., the plane of the crack and the crack front are nominally parallel to 
the long axis of the osteons.  It is apparent that at this scale of observation, the most recognizable 
features of the microstructure, the Haversian canals with their concentric lamellar rings, do not have a 
major influence on the path taken by the growing crack.  Investigation of the near-tip region of this 
crack, however, shown by the white circle, revealed evidence of so-called uncracked-ligament 
bridging, as indicated by the white arrow in Fig. 9b.  This is an extrinsic toughening mechanism 
involving two-dimensional uncracked regions along the crack path that can bridge the crack on 
opening; it is commonly seen in metal-matrix composites [40] and intermetallics such as γ-based TiAl 
[41]. Such bridging, however, is more prominent in the “in-plane longitudinal” (proximal-distal) 
orientation, as shown by the white arrow in Fig. 8b, where evidence of microcracking is also apparent 
near the crack. This can also lead to extrinsic toughening through its effect in creating dilation and 
reducing the modulus in the region surrounding the crack.  For the “anti-plane longitudinal” orien-
tation, a third mechanism of toughening in bone can be seen in Fig. 9c in the form of crack bridging 
by the collagen fibrils (Fig. 9c). 

However, for the “transverse” specimen orientations, where the osteons run along the specimen 
length, a much stronger influence of the underlying microstructure was observed on the crack path.  
Crack initiation and initial crack growth out of the notch was not in the direction normal to the 
maximum tensile stress, but rather in the direction of the osteons (Figs. 8d, 9d), consistent with the 
suggestion [36] that the osteonal cement lines, that are the interface between the osteonal system and 
the surrounding matrix, can provide a weak path for the propagation of the crack (Fig. 9d).  The re-
sulting large out-of-plane crack deflections can lead to substantial toughening (as estimated below) 
and must be considered as a leading factor associated with the marked anisotropy in the fracture 
properties of cortical bone. 

Quantification and verification:  Such notions on the mechanisms of toughening in bone and how 
they vary with orientation are consistent with in vitro fracture toughness measurements in 37°C 
HBSS. Using fatigue precracked bend samples, fracture toughness values of Kc = 5.33(±0.41) 
MPa√m were measured for the transverse orientation, as compared to 2.21(±0.18) MPa√m for 
anti-plane longitudinal orientation and 3.53(±0.13) MPa√m for the in-plane longitudinal orientation.   

These observations and measurements can be verified by experiment and theory (as discussed in the 
next section).  The toughening effect seen in the anti-plane longitudinal orientation can be assoicated 
with crack bridging by uncracked ligaments (and collagen fibrils) (Figs. 8b, 9a,b), although such 
micrographs alone are not definitive proof. To provide verification of a bridging effect, measurements 
of the elastic compliance (inverse stiffness) of the cracked specimen in 37°C HBSS were compared to 
those made after subsequent machining out the wake of the crack (which removes the bridging ele-
ments).  The latter measurements were then verified by showing that they were identical to the 
theoretical compliance of a traction-free crack of the same size.  Such procedures have been docu-
mented as a means of quantifying the role of such crack bridging in ceramic materials [42]. Results 
for the anti-plane longitudinal orientation are shown in Fig. 10 and clearly indicate that the crack in 
the specimen has a lower compliance than a traction-free crack of identical length.  Such results 
provide definitive proof that cracks in human bone are bridged. 

Such measurements also permit the approximate quantification of the effect of such bridging on the 
toughening of bone from the difference between the two curves at maximum load; this gives the 
additional load sustained at the load-line, Pbr~1.5 N, to overcome the effect of the “bridges”.  For the 
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present geometry, this value of the bridging load, Pbr, can be equated to a bridging stress intensity, Kbr.  
Calculations of Kbr, which represent an extrinsic contribution to the fracture toughness, yielded 
values of ~0.5 MPa√m, i.e., they provide an ~25% elevation in Kc for this orientation.  This definitive 
verification of the contribution of bridging to the toughening of bone implies that the use of a 
single-value fracture toughness is somewhat specious.  Indeed, the fracture resistance can be ex-
pected to evolve with crack extension, promoting stable crack growth and requiring a resis-
tance-curve (R-curve) fracture-mechanics approach [43]. 

3.3.  Resistance-curve behavior in bone 

R-curves are necessary to describe the fracture resistance of materials toughened by crack-tip 
shielding, i.e., by extrinsic toughening mechanisms such as crack bridging, constrained 
microcracking, or in situ phase transformations, which develop in the crack wake as the crack 
extends[e.g., 11]. In such instances, crack extension commences at a crack-initiation toughness, Ko, 
while sustaining further crack extension requires higher driving forces until typically a “plateau” or 
steady-state toughness is reached. The corresponding slope of the R-curve can be considered as 
measure of the crack-growth toughness.   

The R-curve behavior of bone is shown in Fig. 11 based on the results of six compact-tension, C(T), 
specimens, machined from the mid-diaphysal sections of the humeri of two donors (34-year old 
female, 37-year old male)  in the “in-plane longitudinal” (proximal-distal) orientation with the 
nominal crack-growth direction along the proximal-distal direction of the humerus, i.e., parallel to the 
long axis of the osteons (and hence, the humerus).  Such R-curves evaluate the resistance to fracture 
in terms of the stress intensity, K, as a function of crack extension, ∆a, under a monotonically in-
creasing driving force.  They were conducted in 20-40% relative humidity, ambient air with the 
specimens being continuously irrigated with HBSS and loaded in displacement control at a loading 
rate ~ 0.015 mm/s.  The onset of cracking was determined by a drop in load, or non-linearity in the 
load-displacement curve, at which point, the sample was unloaded by 10-20% of the peak load to 
record the sample load-line compliance at the new crack length using a linear variable-displacement 
transducer (LVDT) mounted in the load frame. This process was repeated at regular intervals until the 
end of the test, at which point the compliance and loading data were analyzed to determine fracture 
resistance, KR, as a function of crack extension, ∆a.  Crack lengths, a, were calculated from the 
compliance data obtained during the test using standard C(T) load-line compliance calibrations [44].  

The resulting R-curves for hydrated cortical bone, shown in Fig. 11, reveal an average 
crack-initiation toughness, Ko, of 2.06 (S.D. = 0.2) MPa√m with the R-curves monotonically rising 
with a mean slope of 0.39 (S.D. = 0.09) MPa√m/mm).  Such tests also allow for stable crack exten-
sion, again making it possible to directly observe the relevant toughening mechanisms and their re-
lationship to the salient features of the microstructure.  One effective means to do the latter is to use 
x-ray computed tomography which permits imaging of the crack path through the microstructure, 
either in two-dimensions in slices through the bone or in full three-dimensional reconstructions.  This 
is done in Fig. 12, where the discontinuous nature of the crack path in the optical micrograph and the 
two-dimensional tomographic reconstructions in Fig. 12a indicates extensive formation of uncracked 
ligaments (indicated by white arrows) behind the crack tip and consequent “out-of-plane” deflection 
of the crack.  On the sample surface, such ligaments are often as large as hundreds of micrometers in 
size and consequently they appear to be far more potent that bridging by individual collagen fibers. In 
Fig. 12b, a three-dimensional reconstruction for a section of a similar crack is shown.  For both 
two-dimensional and three-dimensional tomography that the crack does not penetrate the osteon at 
any stage - the Haversian canal (and the surrounding lamellar structure) of the osteon seem totally 
ineffective in deflecting the crack from its path.  Indeed, the path taken by the crack for this orienta-
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tion appears to be totally dictated by the interface of the osteonal system with the surrounding matrix, 
i.e. the cement line, where the mineral content is locally higher. 

Although it is not possible experimentally to separate out the relative contributions to bridging from 
the uncracked ligaments or the collagen fibrils, this distinction ca be achieved can be deduced from 
theoretical models for the two bridging mechanisms. Theoretical estimates of ligament bridging 
based on a limiting crack-opening approach [40] can be made using: 

                                         Kbr= - fulKI [(1+lul/rb)1/2 - 1] / [1 - ful + ful(1+lul/rb)1/2]   ,                          (1) 

where ful is the area fraction of bridging ligaments on the crack plane (~0.45), from crack path ob-
servations), KI is the applied (far-field) stress intensity (~4.5 MPa√m), lul is the bridging zone size (~5 
mm), r is a rotational factor (0.20-0.47) and b is the length of the remaining uncracked region ahead 
of the crack.  Substituting typical values for these parameters, toughening of the order of Kbr ~ 1-1.6 
MPa√m can be obtained.  For toughening associated with bridging by the collagen fibrils, the uniform 
traction Dugdale zone model [45] can be employed to obtain an estimate of the resulting decrease in 
the stress intensity, Kb

f, due to “fiber-bridging”, viz: 

 Kb
f = 2σbff (2lf/π)1/2  ,                                                                  (2) 

where σb is the normal bridging stress on the fibrils (~100 MPa), ff is the effective area fraction of the 
collagen fibrils active on the crack plane (~0.15, from crack path observations), and lf is the bridg-
ing-zone length (~10 µm, from crack path observations).  Using these estimates, a value of Kb

f~0.07 
MPa√m can be obtained, suggesting that uncracked-ligament bridging provides a more significant 
contribution to the toughness of bone than bridging by individual collagen fibers.  However, at 
smaller dimensions, collagen fibral bridging may still be important for individual small cracks on the 
order of microstructural size-scales. 

In summary, direct experimental evidence has been presented in support of a strain-controlled frac-
ture mechanism in bone. In addition, a series of extrinsic toughening mechanisms in bone have been 
identified (including crack bridging by uncracked ligaments and collagen fibrils, crack deflection, 
and microcracking), based on microscopic observations of the interaction of the crack path with the 
underlying microstructure. Based on these observations, experimental compliance measurements, 
and theoretical estimates for the toughening contributions of the mechanisms, the anisotropy in the 
fracture toughness of bone with orientation can be understood; specifically, we find a smaller (but 
finite) contribution to the toughening in the (anti-plane) longitudinal orientation due to crack bridging 
as compared to the larger contribution from crack deflection in the transverse orientation.  It is be-
lieved that the results presented here are critical steps to the understanding of structure-function re-
lationships in bone and can form the basis for a physically-based micro-mechanistic understanding of 
the fracture and failure of human cortical bone from a fracture-mechanics perspective. 

To eliminate the added complexity introduced by aging-related changes, the results described above 
have been largely restricted to a rather narrow donor age group (34-41 years).  There are a large 
number of studies in archival literature that have looked at age-related issues in the mechanical 
properties of bone (e.g., [46,47]), and have suggested a significant deterioration of the fracture 
toughness with age.  In particular, aging has been associated with lowered collagen network integrity, 
with resultant reduction in the toughness [47], presumably due to poorer quality uncracked-ligament 
bridges being formed.  Also, it has been suggested that remodeling induced by increasing micro-
damage with aging [48] leads to an increase in the difference in properties of the matrix (primary 
lamellar bone) and the secondary osteons, implying a stronger role for the cement lines and a reduc-
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tion in the toughness .  Clearly, further investigations are needed to assess how such changes affect 
the microstructure of bone at various levels, and their resultant effect on the mechanisms of tough-
ening.  Such an approach is fundamental to furthering our understanding of effect of aging on the 
fracture properties of mineralized tissues. 

However, the simple materials science experiments described clearly show that the local criterion for 
fracture in human cortical bone is consistent with a strain-based criterion.  It is believed that this is 
the first direct experimental evidence for the validity of the assumption of a strain-based criterion, 
which has been widely used in theoretical models of the mechanical behaviour of bone.  In addition, 
the marked anisotropy in the toughness properties and the rising resistance-curve behavior of bone 
has been rationalized in terms of extrinsic toughening mechanisms induced by specific features in the 
microstructure. These results are of interest in that they form the basis of physically-based 
micro-mechanistic understanding of the fracture and failure of human cortical bone, which will have 
a strong bearing on the question of “bone quality” and how it degrades with age. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we have attempted to show how novel materials science experiments and simple 
theoretical considerations can shed light on the mechanisms of fatigue and fracture in 
“small-volume” structures associated with silicon MEMS and in biological materials such as human 
bone.  We believe that the materials scientist and engineer can play a major role both the “nano” and 
“bio” materials arenas, as there is both a need for sound engineering data and mechanistic under-
standing. Perhaps even more important is that for both MEMS and biological implants/devices, 
physically-based life-prediction analyses are sadly lacking, and this makes the realistic evaluation of 
the durability and reliability of these components and structures uncertain.  It is clear that this 
represents an ideal future challenge for the materials and bioengineering communities. 
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Fig. 1.   SEM of the fatigue test structure, showing the (a) mass, (b) comb drive actuator, (c) capaci-
tive displacement sensor, and (d) notched cantilever beam specimen. 
 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.   (a) Stress-life curves for 2 µm-thick polysilicon at 40 kHz in moist air at R = -1. (b) In situ 
damage accumulation as a decrease in resonant frequency, fcrack, with time, with corresponding cal-
culated increase in crack length, a.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.  High voltage (0.8 MeV) TEM image of the notch region in an unthinned polysilicon fatigue 
test sample, showing enhanced oxidation at the notch root after fatigue cycling. 
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Fig. 4.  High voltage (0.8 MeV) TEM image of the notch region in an unthinned polysilicon fatigue 
sample, showing ~50 nm long stable cracks in the native oxide layer formed during cyclic loading. 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.  Schematic illustration of the “reaction-layer fatigue” mechanism at the notch of the poly-
crystalline silicon cantilever beam.  
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Fig. 6. (a) TEM image showing a 1-octadescene self-assembled monolayer (SAM) coating the root of 
the polysilicon notch; the absence of the oxide is shown by the lattice fringes of the silicon visible 
under the ~3 nm layer. (b) S/N curves showing the reduced susceptibility of such SAM-coated 
polysilicon films to fatigue failure.  
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Fig. 7.  (a) The stress (left) and strain (right) distributions ahead of a notch, indicating that, in the 
presence of inelasticity, the peak stresses are ahead of the notch whereas the peak strains are at the 
notch. Consequently, stress-controlled fracture will initiate ahead of the notch, whereas the initial 
fracture event for strain-controlled fracture will be at the notch. (b) Double-notched four-point bend 
test. (c) Specimen orientations taken from the humerus (relative to the direction of the osteons, in-
dicated in grey).  
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Fig. 8.  SEM micrographs of the area near the unbroken notch:  (a) A crack emanating directly from 
the notch in the anti-plane longitudinal (medial-lateral) orientation. (b) Uncracked-ligament bridging 
(indicated by white arrow) and microcracking for the in-plane longitudinal (proximal-distal) orien-
tation. (c) The <5 µm size of precursor cracks shows that initiation is at the notch and not ahead of it, 
consistent with locally strain-controlled fracture. (d) The strong influence of microstructure leads to 
cracks emanating well behind the notch root in the transverse orientation.  Also, multiple crack ini-
tiation can be seen.  The insets show the specimen orientation with respect to the direction of the 
osteons. 
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Fig. 9.   SEM micrographs illustrating toughening mechanisms in bone through interactions between 
the crack and the microstructure:  (a) For a crack emanating from the notch in the anti-plane longi-
tudinal orientation, the crack path appears to be little influenced by the osteons (encircled by the 
white arrows).  (b)  A high magnification image of the region indicated in a by a white circle showing 
evidence of uncracked-ligament bridging as a contribution to the toughness (indicated by white ar-
rows).  (c) A high magnification micrograph showing crack bridging by collagen fibrils, also for 
anti-plane longitudinal orientation.  (d) A stronger influence of microstructure is evident for the 
transverse orientation, where cracking ahead of the notch is shown at a Haversian canal, although the 
actual initiation process is at the notch itself, as evidenced by the presence of precursor cracks (Fig. 
8d).  The insets show the specimen orientation with respect to the direction of the osteons; the black 
arrows indicate the nominal direction of crack growth.  
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Fig. 10.  Experimental (bridged) and theoretical (traction-free) load-displacement curves (at fixed 
crack length) for human cortical bone (anti-plane longitudinal orientation) used to assess the com-
pliance and to verify the existence of (and quantify) the bridging levels involved.  
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Fig. 11.  KR(∆a) resistance-curves for stable in vitro crack extension in hydrated cortical bone.  Note 
the linearly rising R-curve behavior. 
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Fig. 12.  (a) An optical micrograph (center) together with tomographic through-thickness slice-wise 
two-dimensional reconstructions (below) clearly support the presence of uncracked ligaments (in-
dicated by white arrows) in the crack wake. (b) Three-dimensional tomographic reconstructions of a 
section of a similar crack in (a) are shown. Note that the crack appears to “ignore” the osteon. Un-
cracked ligaments are indicated.  The white arrow in each case is the direction of nominal crack 
growth. 
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	As noted above, silicon per se is not expected to be susceptible to cyclic fatigue or stress-corrosion cracking.  At ambient temperatures, there is no evidence of mobile dislocation activity in silicon [19], which could permit crack advance by crack-tip




